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KaZual bringing you a mixture of R&B and Dirty Pop Flava. 16 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop

Crossover, URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues Details: BREAKING NEWS!! KAZUAL has been nominated by

The Atlantis Music Showcase as a WILDCARD performer. We need all of KaZual's fans to log onto

atlantismusic.com/uums_1.php and click on KAZUAL's Name and then submit the VOTE. If we get

enough votes, they will be able to perform in front of Major Label Executives and could provide a Great

opportunity. Thanks in advance for your support! Hear What's New With KaZual. Log onto:

WWW.PARLAYMUSICGROUP.COM and listen to KaZual's New Single, "BOY BAND". BE THE FIRST!

Listen up! Have you heard them? This is KaZual, breaking into the music scene with their unique and

distinctive style. No one else can claim it! A mixture of R&B, Rock and Pop. When was the last time you

heard some fellas that could actually write their lyrics, produce their tracks and hit a note like KaZual

does? This is KaZual (E Jae, Playboi, Damascus, Lil Gabe) a group that has been on the scene making

the ladies scream, having the fellas feeling it and giving you something to vibe to at the club. KaZual will

give you the best of their original songs and in addition, up-to-date Cover songs for your audiences

enjoyment. The guys have been an opening act for such artist's as Jahiem, Destiny's Child, Nelly,

Ginuwine and an appearance at Showtime at the Apollo. They also have credits on Guy III album, "Telling

Me No" track. Kazual has early Soundscan numbers and radio spins reported on BDS. As they continue

to promote the street release of their debut album Mixfit Mindz you can look out for KaZual at your local

clubs and venues and of course call into your favorite radio station and request to hear their single "Oh

No!" NEWS FLASH!!!!! KAZUAL'S ALBUM MIXFIT MINDZ IS AVAILABLE IN ALL F.Y.E. STORES, IN

THE HAMPTON ROADS AREA, COLUMBUS, GA AND FLORIDA, IF YOU CAN'T GET IT ONLINE GO

TO A F.Y.E. STORE NEAR YOU AND ASK FOR KAZUAL'S ALBUM! (The album will still be available
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online at CDBABY.COM/kazual) VENUE DATES AFRAM Festival, Waterside, Norfolk, VA 5/28/04 @

3:30pm Norfolk Tides Harbor Park 5/28/04 @ 7:00pm
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